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Di�erent glucose analyzers
report di�erent glucose
concentration values in term
newborns

Rina P. Duke1, Shasha Bai2, Joshua A. Bornhorst3,

Nahed O. ElHassan4 and Je�rey R. Kaiser5*

1Department of Pediatrics (Neonatology), Lehigh Valley Reilly Children’s Hospital, Allentown, PA,

United States, 2Pediatrics Biostatistics Core, Department of Pediatrics, Emory University School of

Medicine, Atlanta, GA, United States, 3Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, Mayo

Clinic, Rochester, MN, United States, 4Department of Pediatrics (Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine),

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, AR, United States, 5Departments of

Pediatrics (Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine) and Obstetrics and Gynecology, Penn State Children’s

Hospital, Hershey, PA, United States

Background: The American Academy of Pediatrics and Pediatric Endocrine

Society neonatal hypoglycemia guidelines based their glucose concentration

treatment thresholds on studies that predominantly used Beckman and

Yellow Springs Glucose Oxidase Analyzers. Currently, a majority (76%)

of U.S. hospital laboratories utilizing glucose oxidase methodology use

Vitros® Glucose Analyzers. However, a bias of ∼+5% between glucose

concentrations from Beckman vs. Vitros Glucose Analyzers has been reported;

this could have a clinically significant e�ect when using published guideline

treatment thresholds.

Methods: To determine if there is similar instrument bias between Beckman

and Vitros Analyzers in reported glucose concentrations from term newborns,

we compared plasma glucose concentrations measured within the first 3 h

after birth by Beckman vs. Vitros Analyzers in a total of 1,987 newborns

(Beckman n= 904, Vitros n= 1,083). Data were fit using nonlinear cubic spline

models between collection time and glucose concentration.

Results: The non-linear patterns of initial glucose concentrations (during the

first 3 h after birth) as measured by Beckman and Vitros Analyzers paralleled

each other with no overlap of the fit spline curve 95% confidence intervals, with

an approximate +5 mg/dL constant bias. Additionally, in method comparison

studies performed in the Chemistry Laboratory on adult samples, there was a

+4.2-7.4 mg/dL measured glucose bias for the Beckman vs. Vitros Analyzer.

Conclusion: Glucose concentrations from term, appropriate size for

gestational age newborns were about 5 mg/dL higher when measured by

Beckman vs. Vitros Analyzers. Perhaps, concentrations of 45 mg/dL reported

from Beckman Analyzers may be equivalent to 40mg/dL from Vitros Analyzers.

When managing neonatal hypoglycemia, it is important to know which

analyzer was used and whether adjusting for potential instrument bias is

necessary when following published guidelines.
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Introduction

Transient hypoglycemia is the most common metabolic

disturbance in newborns, affecting up to 15% of term infants

(1, 2). While severe, recurrent, and prolonged neonatal

hypoglycemia has been linked to brain injury and poor

neurodevelopmental outcomes (3–6), many knowledge gaps

persist regarding transient neonatal hypoglycemia. Some

controversies regarding our current understanding of transient

hypoglycemia include: 1) whether it is a normal physiological

phenomenon or is associated with cognitive impairment

and brain injury, 2) the glucose concentration that defines

it, 3) which glucose concentration thresholds to use for

treatment, 4) specific treatment strategies, and 5) whether

treatment even improves outcomes (2, 7). Addressing these

knowledge gaps requires confidence in reported glucose

concentration measurements when using published guidelines

to determine which newborns to screen, treat, and ultimately

separate from their mothers when treatment requires transfer

from the Newborn Nursery to the Neonatal Intensive Care

Unit (NICU).

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) (8) and

the Pediatric Endocrine Society (PES) (9) published

different glucose concentration thresholds for managing

neonatal hypoglycemia. The AAP recommends treating

newborns with glucose concentrations <25 mg/dL

during the first 4 h and <35 mg/dL between 4 to 24 h,

and maintaining glucose concentrations >45 mg/dL

between 24 to 48 h after birth (8, 10). In contrast,

the PES recommends a glucose concentration target

of >50 mg/dL during the first 48 h and >60 mg/dL

thereafter (9).

Recommendations by the AAP (8) and the PES (9)

are mostly based on studies from the 1970s−2000s that

used glucose analyzers employing the glucose oxidase

method [Beckman Glucose Analyzer [Beckman Coulter,

Inc., Brea, CA] (11–15) and Yellow Springs Instrument

Glucose Analyzer [Yellow Springs, OH] (16, 17)]. Although

the Yellow Springs Instrument has now been discontinued,

glucose concentration values from the Yellow Springs

Analyzers correlated well (r = 0.997) with those obtained

from Beckman Analyzers (18). This is particularly

relevant because the majority (76%) of laboratories in

the U.S. that now utilize glucose oxidase analyzers use

Vitros R© Analyzers (Ortho Clinical Diagnostics, Raritan,

NJ) (19).

The use of the Vitros Analyzer slide technology for glucose

measurement has potential advantages (smaller analytical

sampling volumes and less susceptibility to interference from

lipidemia) (20) for glucose determination vs. other methods,

such as the Beckman Analyzer. As a result, the Vitros Analyzer

may consistently exhibit small yet clinically important glucose

concentration differences (or systematic bias) relative to other

analyzers. For example, a study evaluating standardization

among different chemistry laboratory analyzers (21) observed

(using a glucose concentration standard of 100mg/dL), a relative

bias of +2% and −3% respectively for Beckman and Vitros

Analyzers relative to the same standardized material, which

equates to an estimated positive bias of 5 mg/dL of Beckman

Analyzer glucose measurements relative to the Vitros Analyzer.

Thus, we hypothesize that in comparable newborn patient

samples, Vitros Glucose Analyzers will report lower plasma

glucose concentrations than Beckman Analyzers (21).

In this observational study, we compared the initial plasma

glucose concentrations within the first 3 h after birth in term

newborns as measured by Beckman vs. Vitros Analyzers.

Methods

Participants

The study included term (22) (≥37–<42 weeks’ gestation)

newborns born in 1998 and 2008 at the University of Arkansas

for Medical Sciences who were appropriate size for gestational

age (birth weight between the 10th and 90th percentile) (23),

non-asphyxiated (5-min Apgar score ≥7), and not infants of

diabetic mothers (pre-existing or pregnancy-related) if they

had ≥1 plasma glucose specimen obtained within the first 3 h

after birth. The study excluded newborns with major congenital

anomalies, inborn errors of metabolism, or chromosomal

abnormalities. The University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Institutional Review Board approved the study and waived

informed consent.

Data collection

Glucose specimens were collected within 3 h of birth and

analyzed in the Pediatric Laboratory within the NICU and

near the Newborn Nursery. We obtained dates and times

for specimen collection of lithium-heparin plasma glucose

concentrations (mg/dL). Obstetrical gestational age estimates

were obtained from the mothers’ medical records and estimated

based on, in declining order: last menstrual period> uterine size

at the first obstetrical examination > early trimester ultrasound

dating > uterine size at follow-up examinations. We abstracted

the neonatal gestational age estimate (24) from newborns’

medical records. If the neonatal estimate differed by >2 weeks

from the obstetrical estimate, we used the neonatal estimate.

We used a uniform characterization of gestational age (e.g., 38

weeks of gestation applied to newborns identified as “38+weeks’

gestation” or “38 weeks, 0 to 6 days of gestation”).
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Laboratory glucose concentration
measurement during the study period

During the 10-year course of this study, the University

of Arkansas for Medical Sciences used different generations

of two types of laboratory analyzers for measuring plasma

glucose concentrations in the NICU and Newborn Nursery. In

1998, glucosemeasurements were performed using the Beckman

Glucose Analyzer 2, which used the glucose oxidase method in

concert with the Beckman Coulter Oxygen electrode (25). This

glucose analyzer electrode is functionally equivalent to those

employed in later Beckman Coulter Synchron instruments,

including the LX-20 and DxC 800 models. In August 2001,

the Vitros 250 Chemistry Analyzer was put into service

for measurement of plasma glucose concentrations. This

instrument employs a glucose slide technology using the glucose

oxidase reaction (20). In 2007, this instrument was upgraded to

the functionally identical Vitros 350 instrument, which was used

in 2008.

While the hexokinase method of blood glucose

measurement is regarded as more specific than the glucose

oxidase method, almost all current glucose analysis is performed

by one of these two enzymatic methods (26, 27). Despite calls for

a “gold standard” test to be adopted for glucose measurements,

the National Academy of Clinical Biochemistry guidelines

did not recommend the use of one of these methods over

the other, in part due to a lack of consistent bias perceived

between methods (27–29). While a “gold standard” analysis

for accurate testing for glucose by isotope dilution or mass

spectrometry have been proposed, in practice, the use of this

mass spectrometry method is not widespread and may not be

able to provide adequate testing turn-around times (29, 30).

Chemistry laboratory comparison of
glucose concentrations between
Beckman and Vitros analyzers

We performed two representative glucose concentration

method comparative studies in the main hospital Chemistry

Laboratory using glucose specimens on discarded patient

samples. We simultaneously measured fresh lithium-heparin

plasma samples in BD Microtainer R© tubes (Becton, Dickinson

and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) in each analyzer. The first

glucose comparison study (n = 29) in 2006 showed a constant

positive bias of 7.4 mg/dL (31) for the Beckman Coulter

Synchron LX-20 instrument vs. the Vitros 250 Chemistry

Analyzer. The second glucose comparison experiment (n = 20)

in 2015 showed a similar positive constant bias of 4.2 mg/dL

for the Beckman Coulter Synchron DxC 800 instrument vs. the

Vitros 350 Chemistry Analyzer.

Statistical analysis

Summary statistics for clinical and demographic

information from newborns and mothers were determined.

We summarized categorical data as frequencies (% of the total)

and interval/ordinal data as medians (interquartile range). For

differences between newborns born during the Beckman and

Vitros eras, we used the chi-square test for categorical variables,

and the MannWhitney U test for interval variables.

To analyze the agreement between glucose concentrations

(simultaneously obtained from the same patient sample)

reported from two glucose analyzers by the University of

Arkansas for Medical Sciences Chemistry Laboratory, we

determined the mean differences (i.e., the bias) using the Bland-

Altman method (31).

Since the relationship between initial glucose concentration

and collection time was expected to be non-linear (32), we

used restricted cubic spline models, a special type of regression

modeling technique, to relax the strict linear assumption and to

capture the smooth non-linear trend we expected to see in the

data. While cubic spline analysis is not one of the most standard

statistical techniques encountered in pediatric research, it is very

familiar to pediatricians and neonatologists because it was used

to generate newborn growth curves (33, 34). This model allows

prediction of average glucose levels to either increase or decrease

as the collection time increases. We set the number of knots to

5, a sufficient number used to model most data. We performed

all statistical analyses with Stata 15.0 (College Station).

Results

Descriptive characteristics

Descriptive and comparative statistics for newborns who

had plasma glucose concentrations measured by Beckman (n =

904) vs. Vitros Analyzers (n= 1,083) are shown in Table 1.

While birth weight was not different between the two study

groups, gestational age was significantly different, although the

difference was not clinically meaningful. There were fewer Black

newborns and more Hispanic newborns in the Vitros era. Lastly,

while the time from birth to specimen collection and the Apgar

scores at 5 mins were statistically different, the differences were

also not clinically meaningful.

Comparison of glucose concentrations

To compare the glucose concentration patterns between

Beckman and Vitros Analyzers, the fit glucose concentrations

and the 95% confidence intervals by specimen collection time

are shown in Figure 1A. The non-linear pattern of initial glucose

concentrations generally paralleled each other (constant bias)
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TABLE 1 Demographic and birth characteristics of term newborns who had plasma glucose concentrations measured by Beckman vs. Vitros

analyzers.

Characteristics Beckman Vitros p

N = 904 N = 1,083

Year born 1998 2008

Gestational age, median (IQR), weeks 39.0 (38.0, 40.0) 39.0 (38.0, 40.0) 0.003†

Birth weight, median (IQR), g 3,282 (3,068, 3,545) 3,335 (3,066, 3,583) 0.276†

Race, n (%) <0.001*

Black 416 (46.0) 283 (26.1)

White 422 (46.7) 436 (40.4)

Hispanic 47 (5.2) 312 (28.8)

Asian 19 (2.2) 52 (4.8)

Female sex, n (%) 429 (47.5) 510 (47.1) 0.871*

Apgar 5 mins, n (%) 0.039*

7

8

9

10

40 (4.4)

147 (16.3)

687 (76.0)

27 (3.0)

39 (3.6)

136 (12.6)

883 (81.5)

25 (2.3)

Time to specimen collection, median (IQR), minutes 93 (75, 115) 101 (79, 126) <0.001†

Glucose concentration, median (IQR), mg/dL 59 (50, 68) 53 (46, 62) <0.001†

*Chi-Square test. †MannWhitney U. IQR, interquartile range.

with no overlap of the spline curve or the 95% confidence

intervals, with glucose concentrations ∼5 mg/dL lower when

measured by Vitros vs. Beckman Analyzers. Additionally, when

a conservative value of 5mg/dLwas added to the Vitros Analyzer

glucose pattern to mitigate this observed bias, the Beckman

and Vitros Analyzer glucose concentration patterns overlapped

(Figure 1B).

Discussion

There are many continued controversies, knowledge gaps,

disagreements, and lack of consensus among researchers and

clinicians about neonatal hypoglycemia that persist despite

over 4,000 articles published in the world literature. However,

before we can fill any of these knowledge gaps and reach

consensus, we must be confident in the commutability

of reported glucose concentration measurements, and

what observed bias may mean when following published

guidelines. We observed clear differences in patterns of

initial plasma glucose concentrations during the first 3 h

after birth in term, appropriate size for gestational age, non-

asphyxiated, and non-infants of diabetic mother newborns

when measured by Beckman and Vitros Analyzers. The

small (∼5 mg/dL) yet noteworthy and important difference

in plasma glucose concentrations observed in this study is

consistent with both the known absolute glucose concentration

bias difference of about 5 mg/dL (at 100 mg/dL) between

Beckman and Vitros Analyzers (21), and with our own

internal comparisons (4.2–7.4 mg/dL bias) between the glucose

FIGURE 1

Pattern of fitted glucose concentrations during the first 3 h after

birth. Restricted cubic spline curves were fit from initial glucose

concentrations from term, appropriate size for gestational age

newborns in the Beckman and Vitros Analyzers. (A) Fitted

glucose concentrations and 95% confidence intervals from

newborns using Beckman and Vitros Analyzers. (B) Fitted

glucose concentrations and 95% confidence intervals from

newborns using Beckman and Vitros Analyzers, after 5 mg/dL

was added to the Vitros glucose concentration spline curve.
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analyzers. Moreover, when a conservative constant value

of 5 mg/dL was added to the Vitros glucose concentration

spline curve, the curves and 95% confidence intervals

from both analyzers overlapped. Our observations add yet

additional complexity and controversy to this topic, specifically

about which glucose concentration thresholds and targets

should be recommended when screening for and treating

neonatal hypoglycemia.

Several strengths of our study warrant mention. First, and

while some consider it controversial in itself, the University

of Arkansas for Medical Sciences has a universal newborn

glucose screening policy that has provided us with comparative

glucose concentrations from all, not at-risk, term newborns

to perform this study. Additionally, each comparative

group included about a thousand newborns. The glucose

oxidase method was used in both laboratory analyzers, rather

than less precise point-of-care glucometers. Importantly,

because the laboratory was within the NICU and close to

the Newborn Nursery, the time from specimen collection to

result was exceedingly short, preventing glucose utilization

from the red blood cells, so that reported concentrations

were relatively reflective of the newborns when they were

collected. Additionally, glucose specimens were obtained

at similar times between the two study groups. Our study,

however, has some limitations. This was an observational

study conducted in a single center. Some of the baseline

characteristics of the study groups were statistically different;

however, the differences were not clinically relevant. There

was also a statistically significant difference in race, with the

Vitros group comprising fewer Black and more Hispanic

newborns compared to the Beckman group. It is possible

that this difference in race contributed to the lower

glucose concentrations in the Vitros group; however, there

are no studies linking racial differences to differences in

glucose concentrations.

Conclusion

Our observation that the initial glucose concentrations

measured using Beckman Analyzers are about 5 mg/dL higher

compared to those using Vitros Analyzers is an important

empirical example of the systematic bias in these instruments.

Therefore, previous guidelines about glucose thresholds and

targets recommended from the AAP and PES need to be

re-evaluated because they were primarily based on expert

opinion using evidence from Beckman glucose analyzers (11,

13–15, 18, 35–37), which in the U.S. have been slowly

replaced by the use of Vitros Analyzers nowadays. For

example, a glucose concentration of 45 mg/dL reported from

a Beckman Analyzer may be equivalent to 40 mg/dL reported

from a Vitros Analyzer. This would significantly change the

evaluation and treatment of neonatal hypoglycemia and have

a huge impact on the care of newborns throughout the

world. With an updated guideline, fewer newborns would

be considered “hypoglycemic” and receive multiple needle

sticks, and be separated from their mothers when transferred

from the Newborn Nursery to NICU for treatment of

neonatal hypoglycemia. Perhaps, when using the AAP or PES

hypoglycemia management guidelines, glucose concentration

treatment thresholds should be decreased by 5 mg/dL at

institutions using Vitros Analyzers until more comprehensive

glucose standardization is achieved. At the very least, clinicians

need to be aware and mindful of which glucose analyzer is being

used in their institutions and whether adjusting for potential

instrument bias is necessary.
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